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The object of the study is the method of geometric design of conjugate 
curved surfaces. The subject of the study is the possibility of achieving 
the absence of interference of the designed surfaces of kinematic pairs 
of technical structures, for example, products in mechanical engineer-
ing (cutting tools, gearing), based on an invariant method. This problem 
is of significant importance for a wide class of products, but especially for 
gears from the point of view of the precision of manufacturing the tooth 
surface, load-bearing capacity, and, consequently, the reliability and 
durability of the transmission. When calculating the strength, each tooth 
of the gear can be considered as a cantilever beam, loaded at the free end 
by the force of interaction with the second gear wheel. In the presence of 
interference (for trimming gears), not only the shape of the tooth surface 
is disrupted, but also the cross-sectional area of the tooth base is sig-
nificantly reduced. Therefore, solving such a problem is important when 
designing and manufacturing gears. That is why, when forming the ini-
tial curved tool surface of a cutting tool, the conjugacy condition between 
the points of the product and the tool is taken into account.

As a result, when designing a cutting tool using the proposed inva-
riant method using a unified methodology, a wide class of complex 
curved surfaces can be formed. In particular, this applies to technologi-
cal operations on numerically controlled machines. The generated con-
jugate curvilinear transformations of the cutting tool using an invariant 
method make it possible to avoid interference of mating surfaces at the 
design stage. At the same time, the curvilinear characteristics of surfaces 
are analyzed, defining a family of normals as common to two conjugate 
surfaces with linear contact, which is essential for the design process
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1. Introduction

Modern trends in the development of technology are 
characterized by the use of more complex curved shapes of 
the working surfaces of tools and related products. When pro-
cessing them, cutting tools (hob cutter, disk cutter) are wide-
ly used. The most important stage in the shaping of a cutting 
tool (its profiling) is based on the classical theory of mating 
surfaces, which has been further developed in modern research.

Existing methods for designing conjugate curved surfaces 
lead to the need to solve a large number of equations. In ad-
dition, the design of a tool also includes the calculation of its 
structural elements and the development of a non-normalized 
secondary tool. Reducing labor intensity, improving quality 
and reducing design time make it necessary to automate 
the process of shaping the mating curved surfaces of a cut-
ting tool. Therefore, research devoted to optimizing the de-
sign process of complex conjugate curved surfaces of kinema-
tic pairs with guaranteed absence of interference is relevant.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Fundamental developments to eliminate interference are 
laid down in work [1]. The phenomenon of interference is pre-
sented as follows: «interference occurs when any part of space 
turns out to be inside the volumes of two bodies at the same 
time». If one of the bodies is a cutting tool, and the other is  
a part, then interference leads to undercutting and a decrease 

in accuracy in the manufacture of the part and makes it impos-
sible to process it. If these bodies are gears in mesh, then the 
interference manifests itself as jamming, and if the manufac-
turing of a cutting tool – shearing of the teeth. The practical 
implementation of these requirements when forming curved 
mating surfaces is difficult due to the need to construct a large 
number of axoids. This circumstance significantly complicates 
the design process and reduces its accuracy.

The study [2] considered the problem of revealing the posi-
tion of a singular point located on a surface with a return edge 
of a curved surface. The issue of eliminating a possible singular 
point remains unresolved, since the required nominal surface of 
the part cannot be obtained with the required accuracy.

The study [3] is of theoretical interest; an automated as-
sessment of the manufacturability of machining processes to 
eliminate interference is considered; the work is devoted to 
the operation of grinding products. It is possible to take into 
account the production assessment of axisymmetric parts 
manufactured by cylindrical and internal grinding methods, 
which significantly complicates the production process.

In [4], the possibility of eliminating interference when 
creating silent and compact gearboxes with high torque was 
explored. The proposed condition for the appearance of inter-
ference during the operation of kinematic pairs is of a general 
nature and does not offer specific measures to eliminate it at 
the design stage.

The assumption in the study [5] is worthy of attention, 
the essence of which is that the condition for identifying 
interference is the determination of the limiting points  
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at which the radius of curvature of the working surface of 
a wheel tooth manufactured by the rolling method is equal 
to zero. Objective difficulties appear with analytical calcu-
lations in the region of parameter space intended to test the 
validity of theoretical conclusions.

The study [6] proposed analytically obtained regions of the 
appearance of interference in the parameter space for control 
excitation. The accuracy of the theoretical predictions, as well 
as the effectiveness of the proposed control system, are verified 
by comparison with numerical simulations. Approximate results 
are given, but there are many contradictions and limitations.

Research [7] on interference elimination in non-circular 
gear machining mainly focuses on gear hobbing. However, 
this method has many limitations, including the inability 
to machine internal gears or non-round external gears with  
a concave pitch curve, and it may result in undercutting.

Study [8] provides an estimate of surface profile deflection 
due to wear, presented as a function of error. A spur gear is 
taken as an example system to demonstrate the interaction 
between surface wear and dynamic behavior. Simulations have 
shown that surface wear and gear dynamics are closely related.

The work [9] proposed a geometric method for deter-
mining interference based on the shape of the contact spatial 
surface of kinematic pairs and a cutting tool. The disadvan-
tage is the following: for each intersection line it is necessary 
to calculate the coordinates using formulas specific to them; 
it is necessary to create an additional algorithm to determine 
which formula to use when determining the intersection line.

In [10], studies were carried out on conjugate curved 
surfaces with a decrease in contact stresses to eliminate 
interference during gear operation. Modernized methods of 
circular and helical transformation made it possible to model 
the original curved surface to obtain the required curved 
conjugate shapes of the product. In this case, the parameters 
of the curved surface can be fixed, except for one, and this 
parameter can be arbitrarily changed and adjusted, but in 
practical work this causes some inconvenience.

It should be noted that the accurate prediction of iden-
tifying gear interference depends on the shape of the curved 
mating surfaces. The peculiarity of the proposed research is as 
follows: the shaping of a curved conjugate surface in a section 
perpendicular to its axis of rotation is specified in the moving 
coordinate system X, Y. The choice of projection curve shape 
depends on the shaping surface contact lines, which helps to 
extend the life and improve the performance of gears.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of the study is to improve the accuracy in the for-
mation of conjugate curved surfaces, eliminating interference at 
the design stage. This will make it possible to design products 
in mechanical engineering with complex curved surfaces, which 
will improve the accuracy and productivity of the process.

– study the formation of a conjugate curved surface with 
a linear contact;

– generate a profile of conjugate curved surfaces using 
the proposed method with predetermined parameters.

4. Materials and methods of the study

The object of the study is the method of geometric design 
of conjugate curved surfaces.

The subject of the study is the possibility of achieving the 
absence of interference of the designed surfaces of kinematic 
pairs of technical structures based on the invariant method. 
This approach will provide the basis for creating computer 
routines in the MATLAB system. Hypothetically, this will 
open up prospects for improving the manufacturing process. 
The study is based on geometric and mathematical descrip-
tions of surfaces.

An invariant method of designing products of the re-
quired shape and manufacturing accuracy, at the design stage 
with predetermined parameters, will make it possible, using  
a unified methodology, to form a wide class of complex 
curved surfaces with linear contact.

5. Results of forming conjugate curved surfaces  
using an invariant method

5. 1. Formation of conjugate curved surfaces
In curvilinear projection, curved lines are used to obtain 

projections of a geometric image. In this case, the projection 
of a spatial point is defined as the point of intersection of the 
projecting line passing through the point with the projec-
tion plane. Curvilinear projection can be successfully used 
to solve problems of determining the meeting points of a line 
with a surface, as well as to find the section of a surface by  
a plane and the line of intersection of two surfaces.

Theorem: «If each of the conjugate surfaces SA and SB is 
considered as an envelope of families of pairwise conjugate 
axoids FА and FА, then each point of contact of surfaces SA 
and SB is defined as the point of contact of the characteristics 
of the axoids FА and FА with surface SA» [1] (Fig. 1).

The initial curvilinear surface F is specified by the 
radius vector ͞r (S, τ) and the curvilinear axis m(u), which 
is determined by the radius vector m͞(u). The surface S is 
formed by rotation around the corresponding points belong-
ing to the m͞(u) axis. Each point on the surface is set to an  
angle j(S, τ), which depends, in the general case, on the po-
sition of the point on the original surface F.

On the generatrix l(τ) of the surface F, a certain point M 
is selected. A horizontal plane Г is drawn through it. The 
point M0, at which the plane Г intersects the m axis, is the 
projection of the point М onto the m axis. Point M rotates 
around point M0 through a certain angle j(S, τ). The de-
scribed circular transformation of point M is determined by 
the position of point M*. Carrying out similar transforma-
tions of all other points of the generatrix l(τ) of the surface F,  
let’s obtain points of the helical line l *(τ) on the surface S.

To form a curved contact surface S, it is considered that 
point M is specified by a radius vector (S, τ), where S and τ 
are the curvilinear coordinates of point M on the surface F.

 
Fig.	1.	Geometric	model	of	conjugate	curvilinear	axoids
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The transformation described above is applied to each 
selected point Mij on each generating curved line li(τ) of the 
original surface F (Fig. 2).

 

Fig.	2.	Linear	contact	of	two	curved	surfaces

The result is a family of curved lines (1) and linear con-
tact of two surfaces:

 i
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The theory presented above is discussed below using  
a developed computer routine in MATLAB:

% Setting cone parameters
a_cone=3;
b_cone=2;
h_cone=5;
angle_cone=–pi/12;
x0_cone=–25;
y0_cone=15;
z0_cone=–10;

% Create cone coordinates
u_cone=(0:0.05:5)’;
vp_cone=[pi/2:0.05*pi:3*pi/2];
[U_cone, V_cone]=meshgrid(u_cone, vp_cone);

X_cone=x0_cone+a_cone*(1–U_cone/h_cone). 
*cos(V_cone);
Y_cone=y0_cone+b_cone*(1–U_cone/h_cone). 
*sin(V_cone);
Z_cone=z0_cone+0.5*U_cone.^2;

figure(‘Color’, ‘w’);
Cone1=mesh(X_cone, Y_cone, Z_cone);
xlabel(‘x’); ylabel(‘y’); zlabel(‘z’);

% Rotate cones -15°
Angle=-pi/12;

X_cone_rotated=(X_cone–x0_cone)*cos(Angle)– 
(Y_cone–y0_cone)*sin(Angle)+x0_cone;
Y_cone_rotated=(X_cone–x0_cone)*sin(Angle)+ 
(Y_cone–y0_cone)*cos(Angle)+y0_cone;
Z_cone_rotated=Z_cone;

% Create a line intersecting a cone
VperX_cone=atan((a_cone*(cos(Angle)–1))/(b_
cone*sin(Angle)));
Xper_cone=x0_cone–a_cone*u_cone.*cos(VperX_cone);
Yper_cone=y0_cone+b_cone*u_cone.*sin(VperX_cone);
Zper_cone=z0_cone+0.5*u_cone.^2;

hold on;
Cone2=mesh(X_cone_rotated, Y_cone_rotated,  
Z_cone_rotated);
LinePer_cone=plot3(Xper_cone, Yper_cone, Zper_cone).

The result of constructing curved surfaces is presented 
in Fig. 3.

 

Fig.	3.	Conjugate	curved	surfaces

In the invariant method of transforming a curved surface, 
in addition to the rotation angle, the shift step is specified. 
Thus, first the original curved surface is moved by a given step, 
and then a translational transformation of the resulting curved 
surface is performed. In the described sequence of actions, the 
curved axis must also be moved one step. Let the curved sur-
face be rotated by an angle of 30° and shifted by 5 mm:

% Setting cone parameters
a_cone=3;
b_cone=2;
h_cone=5;
angle_cone=pi/6;
x0_cone=–25;
y0_cone=15;
z0_cone=–10;

% Create cone coordinates
u_cone=(0:0.05:5)’;
vp_cone=[0:0.05*pi:2*pi];
[U_cone, V_cone]=meshgrid(u_cone, vp_cone);

X_cone1=x0_cone+a_cone*(1–U_cone/h_cone). 
*cos(V_cone);
Y_cone1=y0_cone+b_cone*(1–U_cone/h_cone). 
*sin(V_cone);
Z_cone1=z0_cone+0.5*U_cone.^2;
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X_cone2=x0_cone–a_cone*(1–U_cone/h_cone). 
*cos(V_cone);
Y_cone2=y0_cone–b_cone*(1–U_cone/h_cone). 
*sin(V_cone);
Z_cone2=z0_cone+0.5*U_cone.^2;

figure(‘Color’, ‘w’);
Cone1=mesh(X_cone1, Y_cone1, Z_cone1);
xlabel(‘x’); ylabel(‘y’); zlabel(‘z’);

hold on;
Cone2=mesh(X_cone2, Y_cone2, Z_cone2);

% Rotate cones -30°
Angle=-pi/6;
X_cone_rotated1=(X_cone1–x0_cone)*cos(Angle)–
(Y_cone1–y0_cone)*sin(Angle)+x0_cone;
Y_cone_rotated1=(X_cone1–x0_cone)*sin(Angle)+ 
(Y_cone1–y0_cone)*cos(Angle)+y0_cone;
Z_cone_rotated1=Z_cone1;

X_cone_rotated2=(X_cone2–x0_cone)*cos(Angle)–
(Y_cone2–y0_cone)*sin(Angle)+x0_cone;
Y_cone_rotated2=(X_cone2–x0_cone)*sin(Angle)+ 
(Y_cone2–y0_cone)*cos(Angle)+y0_cone;
Z_cone_rotechedol=mesh(X_cone_rotated2,  
Y_cone_rotated2, Z_cone_rotated2);
hold on;
Z_cone_rotated1=Z_cone1;
hold on
LinePer=plot3(X_cone_rotated1, Y_cone_rotated1, 
Z_cone_rotated1);
hold on 
LinePer=plot3(X_cone_rotated2, Y_cone_rotated2, 
Z_cone_rotated2).

The result of constructing curved surfaces is presented 
in Fig. 4.

The studied curvilinear transformation of conjugate curved 
surfaces allows one to work with the values of its array (para-
meters) at the design stage and vary them, which will eliminate 
interference. The initial curved surface can be specified by any 
other parametric equation.

 
Fig.	4.	Curvilinear	transformation	of	surfaces	is	presented

5. 2. Formation of a profile of conjugate curved surfa-
ces with predetermined parameters

When forming a profile of conjugate curved surfaces, sur-
face SA, conjugate with a given curved surface SB, is formed 
according to the following method (Fig. 5).

 
Fig.	5.	Profile	of	a	curved	surface	in	a	section		

perpendicular	to	the	axis	of	rotation

The system of equations for the formation of the profile 
of conjugate curved surfaces in a fixed XY coordinate system 
when rotated by an angle a has the form (3):

x r x y

e r x y
i i

i i

= ⋅ + +
= ⋅ +





a a a
a a
cos sin ,

sin cos ,
 (3)

where xi = fi(j), if:

j j j∈[ ]−i i1, , i k= 1 2, ,..., ; y gi i= ( )j . 

From the condition of collinearity of the tangent vector 
to the profile of conjugate curved surfaces in the line of 
tangency:

dx
d

dy
d

dx
d

dy
da j j a

⋅ − ⋅ = 0. (4)

Solving equation (4), let’s obtain the coupling equation 
with the parameters j and a:

j a= ( )hi ,

if

j j j∈[ ]−i i1, , i k= 1 2, ,..., . (5)

Solving equations (5) and (3) together, let’s obtain the 
profile equations for the initial formation of the conjugate 
curved surface in the moving XY coordinate system:

x r f h g h

y r f h g h

i i i i

i i i i

= + ( )( )⋅ + ( )( )⋅

= − ( )( )⋅ +

a a a a a

a a

cos sin ,

sin aa a( )( )⋅





 cos .
 (6)

When forming the profile of conjugate curved surfaces, 
it is necessary to set in the developed subroutine in the  
MATLAB system: n – the number of control points; t – mo-
dule of the tangent vector; t1, t2 – projections of a unit tan-
gent vector on the O1 X1 and O1 Y1; k – the number of curved 
line segments. As a result, the result shown in Fig. 4.

The data obtained for constructing curved surfaces made 
it possible to transform the system of equations (2) to the 
form of the system of equations (7):
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where c = H/2p; 0  £ t £ 2p, H = 5, x0 = 5, y0 = –25, z0 = –2.
The resulting parametric system of equations for a curved 

surface with linear contact has the general form (8):

x f u v

y f u v

z f u v
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where umin £ u £ umax, νmin £ ν £ νmax.
Curvilinear transformation of surfaces allows to work 

with the values of profile parameters at the design stage and 
vary geometric parameters.

6. Discussion of the results of the study of an invariant 
method of shaping conjugate curved surfaces  

that excludes interference

Based on the analysis of existing methods for designing 
and manufacturing complex mating surfaces of technical 
structures and their noted shortcomings in comparison 
with the proposed invariant design method, it is possible 
to conclude that the practical use of the proposed method 
increases the accuracy and productivity of the manufactur-
ing process.

The feasibility of using the proposed invariant method 
for creating conjugate curved surfaces that interact during 
the operation of mechanisms is based on a geometric ap-
proach, with the help of which the coordinates (arrays) of 
points of conjugate curved surfaces with linear contact are 
determined. Elimination of a possible singular point [2] 
is necessary to determine the nominal surface of the part.  
In this case, as a result of rotation synthesis, the initial point 
of mutual contact of two curved surfaces is obtained.

As a result, the x, y and z coordinates represent a curved 
surface, which allows to determine the contact lines of 
intersection of the curved axis with the horizontal plane. 
This is the mathematical justification for rotating the  
coordinates of a given parametric surface (Fig. 3), which 
was more convenient [10] for obtaining the required curvili-
near conjugate shapes of the product. The intersection of the 
axis of the curvilinear generatrix with horizontal planes is 
carried out according to formula (3). The result is a curved 
line of contact between two curved surfa ces (Fig. 4), which 
is a one-dimensional array of values for each coordinate. 
From the coordinate arrays of the original and resulting 
curved surfaces, the coordinates of the intersection line 
are determined. The intersection line arrays will contain 
those values that are equal for the original and curved 
surfaces [9].

In this case, when rotating around a straight line (coordi-
nate axis, the surface’s own axis of rotation), the parameter v  
will be constant for any value of u. From the equality of  
the X coordinate values of the original and curved surfaces, 
the value of the parameter v is determined.

Thus, having obtained a geometric model of a curved 
surface and determined its curvilinear profile, it is possible 
to perform a theoretical interpretation – a linear trajectory 

of the contact of mating surfaces, described by equation (8). 
Modeling of conjugate curved surfaces and the algorithm 
for their formation allows the formation of a wide range of 
complex curved surfaces using a unified methodology. The 
versatility of the method is achieved by using the move-
ment of the contact lines of the original surfaces relative to  
the x, y and z coordinates, which represent a curved surface, 
which will make it possible to determine the contact lines 
of intersection of the curved axis with the horizontal plane. 
Thus, the contact line is determined from the coordinate 
arrays of the original and resulting curved surfaces, and 
this does not require the construction of a large number  
of axoids [1]. It is possible to avoid profile deviation from 
surface wear [8], obtaining equation (6) of the profile of 
the initial formation of the conjugate curved surface in the 
moving XY coordinate system.

This invariant method has a number of disadvantages:
– for different types of curved surfaces, it is necessary 

to calculate your parameters v, and to determine the coor-
dinates of the intersection line;

– formulas for determining the coordinates of intersec-
tion lines must be specified explicitly.

However, from the experiments performed, it follows 
that the contact line of intersection can be determined 
from the coordinates of the original surface corresponding 
to the values of the parameter v equal to ..., –2π, –3π/2, 
–π, –π/2, 0, π/2, π, 3π/2, 2π, …, i.e. thus, the generatrix of 
the original surface can coincide or be parallel to the XZ  
or YZ coordinate planes.

7. Conclusions

1. The proposed process of forming conjugate curved sur-
faces with linear contact allows to take into account the phe-
nomenon of interference, which makes it possible to adapt it 
for use on machines with numerical control.

2. The methodology of the proposed invariant method 
makes it possible to determine the curved profile of surfaces 
with predetermined parameters.
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